Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
This half term the children will:
 Learn about hygiene and when washing
hands to always use the soap. As they gain
more confidence they will be encouraged to
ask each other for help.
 Make links between their home and school
lives as they talk about their eating habits
and how to stay healthy.
 Work on cooperative play as they learn to
play together and take turns with diminishing
adult assistance.
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Literacy
This term in literacy the children will be:
 Looking more closely at the text in books
and searching out individual letters such
as the letters in their names.
 Beginning to think about and learn some
of the sounds letters make
 Learning lots of rhymes, listening for the
rhyming words.

Mathematics
Communication and Language
The children will be improving their listening and
communication skills by:
 Using full sentences when they speak rather
than single words.
 Putting several sentences together to
expand on an idea.
 Responding to things others have said by
asking questions or making comments.
Children with English as a second language will also
continue to work in small groups to build their
everyday vocabulary.

Expressive arts and design


Physical






As the children’s control of pens and
pencils continues to improve we will be
working on drawing more detailed pictures
as well as reducing the size of their letters.
The children will begin learning how to
play team games, being aware of others
when playing a team game, following the
rules and taking turns.
The children will begin to work on some
basic catching and throwing skills.



The children will be using lots
of different non standard
materials as they get creative –
materials will range from
recyclable food cartons to
create models to pasta and
pulse to create pictures, from
vegetables to print with to
pasta to create jewellery.
The children will be developing
their role play skills as we
create lots of different role play
areas.

The children will continue to develop their maths
skills this term as they:
 Work on recognising numerals, initially
recapping to five and moving on to ten.
 Using numbers in real life contexts as they
find numerals in the recipes they are using
and use their number skills to help them
weigh ingredients.
 Look for and identify shapes in the
environment including shapes in different
foods.

Understanding the world
 The children will begin to develop an
understanding of growth as we learn
about where food comes from and even
try to grow some of our own!
 The children will explore their diets as
they learn about health and unhealthy
foods and the effects both can have on
their body.

